
The Purpose of Staying up

Shabu'oth Night

There are different reasons given as to

why men are obligated to remain awake all night

on Shabu'oth studying the Torah. (Concerning

what should be studied and women's obligations

to remain awake, please see A Torah Minute,

Vol. 2, “Torah study on the night of Shabu'oth”).

One explanation is that the three

Festivals correspond to the three Aboth

(forefathers). Pesa¥ (Passover) corresponds to

Abraham Abinu, 'a"h, who hosted the three

angels on Pesa¥. Shabu'oth (the Feast of

Weeks) corresponds to Yi£¥aq Abinu (Isaac),

'a"h, who was bound for a sacrifice but was

replaced by a ram. Shabu'oth is the holy day of

the giving of the Torah when a Shofar (which is

a ram's horn), was heard. Sukkoth corresponds

to Ya'aqob Abinu (Jacob), 'a"h, as it says: "He

made Sukkoth (booths) for his cattle".

The characteristic associated with Yi£¥aq

Abinu is Geburah (strength of judgment). That is

why we study Torah all night on Shabu'oth – to

sweeten the Geburah.

(See Maamar Mordekhai [Eliyahu], Hilkhoth ¡aggim, 22:12)

Pirqei Aboth 6: What Is the Insult to the

Torah?

axeg xdn z`vei lew za meie mei lka .iel oa ryedi iax xn`

dxez ly dpealrn zeixal mdl ie` .zxne`e zfxkne Ribbi Yehoshua'

stated that every single day a Bath Qol (voice) goes out from

Mount ¡oreb and announces and says, 'Woe to those people

who insult the Torah'. 

This Heavenly voice comes to warn people that they

must study the Torah. The Jewish people received the Torah

at Har Sinai, and if one does not study it one should feel as if

the mountain itself is crying out, Woe to those people who

insult the Torah.

What is the insult to the Torah? The Torah was a

delight of the Holy One, blessed be He. The angels desired it,

but G-d brought it down from its celestial place in Heaven, to

earth, and gave it to human beings. This insult of being

brought down to earth from Heaven, the Torah can bear,

since it was G-d's will, but on condition that it is studied by

the Jewish people.

Now that we are in exile, we are unable to perform all

of the commandments (Mi£woth), however, we must be

extremely particular to honor the Torah with all our might,

because the Torah is a Meli£ Yosher (advocate) for us. Just

as in the time of Haman the Torah was a Meli£ Yosher for us,

as it says: Qiyyemu Weqibbelu (the Jewish people kept and

accepted [the Torah]), studying and keeping the Torah will

stand us in good stead always, and particularly during

difficult times.

(See 'A¿ereth Ra¥el 6:3)
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Cooking on the First Day of a Holiday for the Second

We are not permitted to prepare on the first day of a holiday (Yom ¤ob) for the second day. As such,

one may not cook on the first day to eat that night or the following morning.

When cooking on the first day for the same day, however, one may cook a large quantity so that there

will be enough to eat on that day as well as having a sufficient quantity left over for the second day. But we

should be careful not to state that that is why we are cooking so much. However, once we have eaten our

meals, we may not cook for the next day even if we "taste" a little on the first day.

When the second day falls on Shabbath, however, since we cannot cook on Shabbath and must

prepare the dishes the day before, we must be particular to ensure that we make the 'Erub Tabshilin before the

commencement of the holiday, to permit us to cook on Friday for Shabbath. One who forgot to make the

'Erub Tabshilin can rely on the one made by the Rabbis of the town, but must take great care not to forget the

next time.

(See Ben Ish ¡ai, Aleph, Bamidbar, Oth ¤eth Zahn)

Women and Shehe¥eyanu on Yom ¤ob

We mentioned on a previous occasion that there is a difference of opinion whether a woman should say

the Berakha of Shehe¥eyanu when lighting the Yom ¤ob lights whenever there is a Shehe¥eyanu in the

Qiddush. Some women do not, but the most commonly found custom is that the women do recite

Shehe¥eyanu when lighting on those nights. (See A Torah Minute, Vol. 1, “Shehe¥eyanu by men and women

on Yom ¤ob”).

According to the opinion that a woman does recite the Shehe¥eyanu, should she reply 'Amen' to the

Berakha when she hears it in the Qiddush after she has already recited it? The answer is that she does answer

Amen. However, if she is the one reciting the Qiddush, she should not recite the Berakha of Shehe¥eyanu

again during the Qiddush.

(See Ben Ish ¡ai, 1st year, Parashath Bamidbar, Oth 1. Maamar Mordekhai [Eliyahu], Hilkhoth ¡aggim, 22:5)



Women’s Corner - by Rabbanith Ruth Menashe 'a"h

The Torah as a Guide to Being a Better Parent, Part 2

The Torah is the blueprint for all aspects of our life. One of the most important areas is the instruction

on how to bring up our children. It is natural to feel more connected to a child who resembles us, either in their

physical appearance or personality. Some may feel more attached to a child who is blessed with more physical

beauty. This is also understandable.

Special care, however, must be taken to ensure that these feelings are not made known to the rest of

the family. A number of people have shared with me in the past, the following painful feeling: "I always felt my

mother loved my brother more than me". This is a sentiment that a person carries with him all his life. It is a

hurtful and disturbing one which may have harmful future implications.

As parents, we must tenaciously work on discovering the fine and unique qualities of each of our

children and develop a sincere appreciation for all of them. After all, one of the most important prayers a

mother has, is that there will be closeness and brotherly love among all the siblings in the family. The way we

treat each and every one of our children from birth, plays a major role in achieving this goal.
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